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November 7, 1962

0• AIR MAIL

t~. Commanding Officer
U.S. Army Chemical

Research and Development Laboratories
Edgewood Arsenal, MaryLand

Attention: Mr. Abra.,-%m Koblin
Contract Project Officer

Rference: Monthly Progress Report
Contract No. DA 18-108-AMC-32-A

Dear Sir:

5 A design study was initiated during October to develop techniques
• Z rnd instrumentation concepts ior measuring concentration of chemical

a•gents as a function of time and the particle size distribution of the
agents. The project has been organized in three phases:

Phase I. Literature survey and orientation.

Phase I. Investigation of means for sampling.
determining particle size, ond T A
measuring concentration R... function r -

of time.

Phase I1l. Development of techniques and instru- • . .. _ I I'ij
mentation concepts, including the u JS , L J
evaluation of critical components. TISIA

Phase II will consist of a design study with some experimental
work to evaluate the usefuln-ess of various design concepts. The total
time allowed for the first two phases is about fuur months. A more com -
plete evaluation of the instrumentation concepts is plarred for Phase j],
which should last about five months. The report plan of the project will
be to submit monthly progress letters and a co-, irehensive final report
unless work on some particular problem rm 08 k special engirea'rirg report.
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This progress letter summarizes the beginning of the literature survey
and orientation of Phase I and gives plans for the project work during
the month of November./

A table of physical properties of EX and VX has been compiled.
Much of this information *as made available by the Physiochemical
Division of CRDL. This table provides enough information to make basic
calculations on the tel.avior of a hypothetical cloud consisting of agent
particles and vapor. Detailed information on particle size distribution in
a VX agent cloud was not available at CRDL. From the table of phyrical
properties we can calculate the behavior of a hypothetical cloud based on
calculated forces that act on a particle. We have information for calcula-
ting most of the forces on the particle except thermal and electrical forces.
For our present work on the behavior of the claAd the properties that we
have should be adequate; however, we will continue to add to our list of
physical properties to aid in our study of new detection schemes for
chemical agents.

,/ The chemical properties of VX and BZ are needed for work on the
electro-chemical cell detectors. Mosa of the properties needed for the
VX detector have been obtained and a CRDL reportton the chemistry of
BZ will be ordered from / STIA.

The toxicolog+ial properties of the agents a.).,! simulants are generally
understood by all those working on the project. "rt.• ,ledge of these
properties is necessary to insure the safety of the' personnel, high speci-
ficity of the detection system, and minimum interference forom sampling
and detecting the agents; but the toxicological properties or the effect of
weather, air oxidation or explosive decomposition on the ngents will not
be studied at this laboratory. We will take advantage of all inforration
avaiiable at CRDL to insure minimum effect on these properties by any
proposed instrumentation concept.

We have reviewed the different methods of dissemination used now at
"CRDL as well as those planned for future work. For th? purpose of c.ur

ICRDL Repor No. 3088.
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study these questions have been a"ced about each dissemination method:

1. How much extraneous material is pre'A44ced in the agent
cloud?

2. How does the dissemination method affect the vapor-
aerosol ratio in the cloud?

3. Pow is the content of the cloud affected by the ratio of
the amount of agen: to the amount of explosive o" pyro-
technic mix that is used for dissemin,.tion?

4. Do any of the dissemination methods planned for futrire
work offer a large decrease in the amount of extraneous
materials produced in a cloud?

5. What approximate concentrations and particle size distri-
butions are present in a typical cloud?

Moot of these questions, except No. 5, ;iave been answered for explosive
dissemination and for thermal dissemination of BZ, The questions on
amount of extraneous mater'al prodaced are important to our study because
of the necessity to provide particle size distribution measurements with
high specificity. Detailed information on dissemirLii-m efficiencies, the
dose of agent encountered at different ranaes, and t-_;;: area covered by the
cloud under differi.nt conditions has been studied and recorded..

The detailed information on dissemination methods mid the irforma-
ti...i on the physical Properties of the agent are cissifled and ere recorded
in the project file. Only the broad areas that we have considered are out-
lined in this letter and we hope that the review by the CRDL ataff will diq-
close any inwpcrtant arease that we have failed to consider during our
orientation.

A detailed study of sampling problems was initiated dnlrng October.

It is hoped that new sampling methods and improved sampling efficiency will
result from this basic work. No sungle sampling -chnique can c. *er Ile
broad spectrun: of particle size, 0. 5 to 2000 wicrtne diameter. nedad for
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evaluation of chemical agents. For considering both sampling and detec-
tion methods we have divided the particle size spectrum into iour bands
of interest.

From about 0. 5 rr,,cron to 10 microns, particles can be sampled by
aspirating the aerosol through a short tube and detected by a light-
scattering photom.-cer. The instrument required should be very similar
to those we have de.veloped for previous work.

For particles between 10 microns and 100 microns, the settling
velocity is too great for our present light-scattering photometer. To use
a light-scattering photometer in this particle size range would require a
shorter sampling tube with a larger diameter than used in our present
photoelectric counter. The problem of diluting the input aerosol would also
be more difficult than with the smaller diameter aeros,.l. The 10 to 100
mnicron band may bL. the moot difficult band to sample because the particles
settle too fast for sampling by aspirating them through a small tube, and yet
they are so small that they ate greatly affected by the wind. Perhaps a
sample probe that is servoed to mat-.h the angles of azimuth, elevation, and
velocity of the wind will provide a solution to this problem.

For the part!cle sizc ra.nge 100 to 2000 microns diameter, the inertia
of the particles ,hotuld be great enough to prev•e it normal atmospheric tur-
bulence from disturbing the trajectory of the fal,. :,: particles. The aerosol
flash camera, which was dea,;ribed in the proposal, still seeins to be the
most feasible approach for particles in this size range. The flash camera
may also be usefu-l for the 10 to 100 micron diameter particles if the con-
centration is not too great at this size. The electronic fL,3h camera was
described in the proposal an6 only the main features are _'eviewed here.
The droplets would be allowed to fall freely through the objective Lpace of
the camera and would be illuminated for a very short time by a sheet illu-
minator with a flash tube source. The objective Lens would r•roduce an
image of the illurinmced droplets on an image intensifier that would be turned
on just slightly longer than ti- . flash tube. *rhe brightened image or the anode
of the irnage intensifier will be! relayed to a vidicon TIV camera tube and the
output signal of the vidicon will contain particl -size idformatirrn. The signal
from the vidicon is amplified and processed to orLuvide an electricr.l output

iI
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that will give particle size and concentration information. In a feasibility
study for the design of automatic counting ord sizing instrumentation for
the U. S. Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory, L. D. Miller2 surveyed
the possible techniques for counting and sizing irregularly shape" parti-
cles in the size range of 0. 5 to 3J0 microns projected diameter. He
recommended the use of flying spot scanner, but added that the use of a
rmodified form of the conventional television camera would give more
information for irregular particles. We believe that more detailed work
may have been done by the Navy and by other workers izentioned in the
references in Mr. Miller's article. During the design study of the elec-
tronic fla3h camera we will attempt to learn what has been done in this
field since the report was written in 1956. The first experimental task of
the project will probably be a breadboard test of the electronic flash camera.
Much of the electronic equipment necessary for this test is available at
the Institute and can probably be used for a preliminary evaluation of the
fhsh camera scheme.

After the first month's orientation, which included two visits to
CRDL and a cursory search of the literature, several factors appear im-
portant enough for special mention at this time.

1. To obtain high specificity, fluorescent tagging of the agents
will probably Le necessary for the phctoeJ. :tric cotnting
and the electronic flash carnera.

"2. The present concept of obtaining a large number of samples
for a single test may be replaced by taking fewer samples
with electronic instrumentation and conducting more tests.
For example, it would seem that the accuracy and specificity
of the particle size measurements could be increased by
measuring the background of extraneous materials produced
by dissemination without the agents.

3. Study of meteorology must assume an important place in the
design of all sampling arit particle size distribution instru-
mentation.

'USNRDL Repfrt No. TR-134, 16 November. 1956,

USNRDL. Sai-. Francisco, Californie.

. r il l. ,[ |[ .
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4. Particle size distribution of BZ will be more difficult to
measure with photoelectric techniques than VX due to
the presence of more extraneous material during a typical
BZ dissemination. However, an idea of the particle size
distribution can be obtained from the measurements of
MMD that aran be made at CRDL.

5. From No. 4 it would seem that the primary application
of the particle size distribution instruments, especially
the flash camera, would be in the study of VX.

During the month of November the study of sampling will be continued
with particular ezrphasis on the effect of meteorology on cloud behavior
and sampling. This study is being conducted by NormAn Francis, Research
Engineer. The design study of the electronic flash camera will also be
started next month by Robert Collins, Electronic Engineer. Work must
be started to improve the sensitivity of the electro-chemical cell and pro-
vide a concentraticn readout as a function of time. The study of adapting
the electro-chemical cell for the detection of BZ will be continued during
November under the direction of W. J. Barrett, Head of the Analytical
Chemistry Section. The survey of the literature will continue throughout
the second phase of the project and will inclu le a study of sampling methods
for particles large. than 10 microns in diametet-, detection methods for
all particle sizes that will produce high specificity, and a continuing study
of the physical and chemical properties of the Lhemical agents of interest.

Yours very truly,

Alvin N. Bird Jr.' -Approved: Research Physicist
!/ (,•/ < ' 2 Instrument Develo.,,je.t Section

Sabert Oglesby, /Jr., Hdad
Engineering Division
5598-1455-.
gcf (13:lr 10:1:15)

cc: Armed Services Technical cc: Contracting Officer
Infoi r-ation Agency U.S. I rmy Chemical

Arlington, Virginia (10 copies) Procurement Agency
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